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The world as resilient as the last
country and person in it!
Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to
change the world!
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The Policy Framework for the “Transition to Sustainability”
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The EU Taxonomy
The Fit-for-55 Package

Limiting global
temperature to well
below +2o C

The Europe’s
Sustainable
Investment Plan
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Systems Innovation can be understood as
a combination of systems thinking and the process of
innovation so as to enable transformative change
within complex systems
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The Systems Innovation Approach

Multi-level
perspective
Stakeholder
management
mapping and
Engagement

Niche
management

Understanding
the context

Visioning and
Backacasting

Ma#, C., Mar)n Corvillo, JM, Vivas Lalinde, I., Juan Agulló, B., Stamate, E., Avella, G., and Bauer A. (2020). Challenge-led system mapping.
A knowledge management approach. TransiLons Hub series. EIT Climate-KIC, Brussels
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I. Stakeholder mapping (1)
Preparatory Living lab workshops comprise four key actors*:
A) Enablers refer to the organizaHons that make it all
possible, those that enable the acHviHes of living labs
and support them by promoHng them or allocaHng
ﬁnancial backing or space for living labs. Enablers could
be public actors, ﬁnanciers, or non-governmental
organizaHons (such as towns), municipaliHes, and
regional development organizaHons.
B) Providers, meanwhile, are development organizaHons
such as educaHonal insHtutes, universiHes, or
consultants that bring knowledge and experHse, as well
as innovaHon support acHviHes
C) Users represent the ciHzens or end customers, and they
are acHve or passive actors that parHcipate in living labs
in various roles.
D) UHlizers are the public or private organizaHons that will
beneﬁt from the results of innovaHon acHviHes in many
ways

Enablers

Utilizers
Citizens/Civil Society
Research and Academia
Innovation/Technology
Private Sector

Public Actors,
Financiers, NGOs,
Municipalities, Regional
Development
Organizations

Providers
ATHENA
RC

Users
Policy makers
Financial Institutions

* Leminen, S., Nystro€m, A.G., Westerlund, M., Kortelainen, M.J., 2016. The effect of network structure on radical innovation in
living labs. J. Bus. Ind. Market. 31 (6), 743-757.
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I. Stakeholder mapping (2)
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II. Stakeholder engagement (1)
• Frequency: Once every two months
• Participants: representative stakeholders from each
country/region
• 2 Regional Stakeholder groups: Mediterranean; Black
Sea and Caspian Sea
• Duration: 1.5-2 hours
• Location: Online (most of the workshops)
• Online tool: MIRO
• Target audience: 15-20 participants
• Facilitators: 2
• Extensive Follow-up, recording and feedback form after
each workshop
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II. Stakeholder engagement: Workshops planning
#1 28 June 2021 - everyone

Goal of these workshops: Introduction to the climate change challenge and to the Blue Growth
UNDERSTANDING THE CURRENT STATUS OF OUR SEAS

#2a 30 July 2021 – Med
#2b 8 October 2021 – BS+CS

Understanding the gap between Knowledge and Action
ü What data platforms exist in your country? How do you get informed? What is missing?

#3a 29 October 2021 – Med
#3b 17 December 2021 – BS+CS

Climate Change and Energy
ü Briefly discuss the risks and uncertainties per area (environment, economy, society, policy, technology, innovation, science).
ü Examples of solving this challenge (mitigation or adaptation)

#4a January 2022 – Med
#4b January 2022 – BS+CS

Climate Change and Industry
ü Briefly discuss the risks and uncertainties per area (environment, economy, society, policy, technology, innovation, science).
ü Examples of solving this challenge (mitigation or adaptation)

#5a March 2022 – Med
#5b March 2022 – BS+CS

Climate Change, Agriculture and Food
ü Briefly discuss the risks and uncertainties per area (environment, economy, society, policy, technology, innovation, science).
ü Examples of solving this challenge (mitigation or adaptation)

#6a May 2022 – Med
#6b May 2022 – BS+CS

Climate Change, Forests and Land Use
ü Briefly discuss the risks and uncertainties per area (environment, economy, society, policy, technology, innovation, science).
ü Examples of solving this challenge (mitigation or adaptation)

#7a July 2022 – Med
#7b July 2022 – BS+CS

Climate Change and Transport
ü Briefly discuss the risks and uncertainties per area (environment, economy, society, policy, technology, innovation, science).
ü Examples of solving this challenge (mitigation or adaptation)

#8a October 2022 – Med
#8b October 2022 – BS+CS

Climate Change, Buildings and Cities
ü Briefly discuss the risks and uncertainties per area (environment, economy, society, policy, technology, innovation, science).
ü Examples of solving this challenge (mitigation or adaptation)

In green are the realised workshops
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II. Stakeholder engagement: Workshops planning
DEFINING WHERE WE WANT TO GO
#9a December 2022– Med
#9b December 2022 - BS+CS

Understanding various stakeholders perspectives
ü “What are themes in common between the actors of the blue growth ecosystem in your country? What
are observed concentration patterns?”
ü “Are actors of the ecosystem collaborating? What are forms of collaboration?”

#10 January 2023 - everyone

Bringing together all stakeholder groups and discuss the findings of the challenges

#11a March 2023 - Med
#11b March 2023 – BS+CS

Macro-level, Meso-level, Micro-level perspective

#12a May 2023 – Med
#12b May 2023 – BS+CS

Vision development
HOW WE WILL GET THERE

#13a July 2023 - Med
#13b July 2023 – BS+CS

Trajectories of change - Finding out the way & Ideation of the suggested trajectories opportunities

#14a October 2023 – Med
#14b October 2023- BS+CS

Co-creation of the Socio-technical roadmap

#15 November 2023 - everyone

Final workshop
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PREPARATORY LIVING LAB WORKSHOPS ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND
BLUE GROWTH NO.1 | 28.06.2021
Stakeholders were introduced to:
• the climate change challenge and its impacts on the Seas
• The interna7onal and regional poli7cal framework for the sustainable development
• the main goals and ambi7ons of IntelComp H2020 project
• the upcoming PLLs and their involvement
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PREPARATORY LIVING LAB WORKSHOPS ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND BLUE
GROWTH – THE MEDITERRANEAN GROUP NO.2 “UNDERSTANDING THE GAP
BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION” | 30.07.2021
• Breaking down the knowledge and action gap in the STI triangle (science, technology, innovation) in the
Mediterranean Sea
• Exploring the international and national datasets that are most used in research projects and policy making, and
• Deriving the major data issues faced by the community today.

Issues faced regarding the suggested data sources:
•
Lack of common file structures
•
Lack of data validation
•
•
•
•
•

Insufficiency of geospatial data
Lack of data on port facilities
Not enough people specialized in collecting and analysing relevant
data
Absence of adequate systems that can easily collect and
communicate the results in a central database
Lack of easily crawled data

DATASETS
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PREPARATORY LIVING LAB WORKSHOPS ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND BLUE
GROWTH – THE BLACK AND CASPIAN SEA GROUP NO.2 “UNDERSTANDING
THE GAP BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION” | 08.10.2021
• Breaking down the knowledge and action gap in the STI triangle (science, technology, innovation) in the
Mediterranean Sea
• Exploring the international and national datasets that are most used in research projects and policy making, and
• Deriving the major data issues faced by the community today.

ParRcipants uRlize data from the following services:
• the World Bank – Climate Change Knowledge Portal
• the Agency for Strategic Planning and reforms of the Republic of
Kazakhstan – Bureau
of NaRonal StaRsRcs
• the Deutsches GeoForschungs Zentrum (GFZ) Potsdam
• the InternaRonal Centre for Water CooperaRon (ICWC)
• Regional research Network “Central Asian Water” (CAWA)
• NaRonal InsRtute of StaRsRcs of Romania
• The NaRonal Bank of Romania – StaRsRcs

DATASETS
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PREPARATORY LIVING LAB WORKSHOPS ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND BLUE
GROWTH – THE MEDITERRANEAN GROUP NO.3 “CLIMATE CHANGE AND
ENERGY” | 29.10.2021
In this PLL, the stakeholders focused on the energy sector discussing the following aspects:
• what someone needs to know on renewable sources of energy and LNG to make a decision, and
• or what are the major risks for smart grid applications

DATASETS
In terms of the project, data that would be
useful include:
• Typical subsidies
• CFD prices for different technologies for
all countries of Europe and beyond that
• Direct market prices
• Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)
• Comparative data to see where the
market is going and when there is
something high or low you can flag it and
see where it goes. We need a comparison
tool.
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NEXT PREPARATORY LIVING LAB WORKSHOPS ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND
BLUE GROWTH – THE BLACK AND CASPIAN SEA GROUP NO.3 “CLIMATE
CHANGE AND ENERGY” | 17.12.2021

Focus on energy sector discussing:
• what someone needs to know on renewable sources of energy and LNG to make a decision, and
• or what are the major risks for smart grid applica7ons
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II. Stakeholder engagement: Workshops planning (4)
Plan of the six thematic preparatory living labs
October 2022

October December
2021

July 2022

May 2022

Society

Science/
Technology/
Innovation

Environment

Economy

January 2022
March 2022
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Thank you!

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovaEon programme
under grant agreement No. 101004870. H2020-SC6-GOVERNANCE-2018-2019-2020 / H2020-SC6GOVERNANCE-2020
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